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The (Tragic) Impact of (Mis)Measuremnt
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Why is Impact Assessment Difficult?
• Every firm is different and so outcomes will vary by firm attributes:
• Stage of development, management capabilities, industry, region, etc.

• Time lag between engagement with intermediary and firm
outcomes

• Measure too early and effect has not occurred; too late and the
association with intermediary activities is difficult to make

• Difficult to distinguish between selection and treatment effects
• Does engagement with Intermediary X lead to high firm performance or
does Intermediary X engage with high performing firms?

• Intermediary activities affect firm inputs (resources and
capabilities), but stakeholders may be interested in effects on firm
performance
• Data on changes in firm resources and capabilities is hard to come by
• Using data on firm performance requires controlling for other factors
that affect firm performance

How Innovation Intermediaries Impact Firms
Intermediary

Client or Member Firm

Mission

Firm performance

Activities

Firm resources
and capabilities

R&D Tax Credits:
Impact on Estimated Net Welfare Positive
(Parsons & Phillips, 2007)

R&D Tax Credits:
Impact on Estimated Net Welfare Negative
(Dahlby, 2005)

SEMATECH:
Impact on Generic Technology and Industry Infrastructure Positive
(Grindley, Mowery & Silverman, 1994)
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SEMATECH:
Impact on R&D Spending Negative
(Irwin & Klenow, 1996)
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Science Parks:
Impact on University Linkages, Employment, and Revenues Positive
(Löfsten & Lindelöf, 2002)
• Compared the growth of new, technology-based firms on and
off science parks in Sweden
• Find firms on science parks exhibit better performance in
terms of:
o Links with universities
o Employment growth
o Revenues growth
• Finds no difference between firms on and off science parks
in terms of:
o Patents
o Profitability

Science Parks:
No Impact on City-Wide High-Tech Employment
(Shearmur & Doloreux, 2000)

Industry Associations:
Impact as a Source of Ideas Positive
(Dalziel, 2006)
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Industry Associations:
Impact on Environmental Performance Negative
(King & Lenox, 2000)
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SBIR:
Impact on Revenues, Employment, Venture Capital Financing Positive
(Lerner, 1999)
• Compares SBIR awardees to a matched sample of nonawardees
• Finds that SBIR awardees:
o Grew significantly faster over a decade in terms of
revenues and employment
o Attracted more venture capital financing
• But the superior performance of SBIR awardees:
o Was confined to regions with substantial venture capital
o Was pronounced in high-technology industries
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SBIR:
No Impact on
Employment or
Investment in R&D
(Wallsten, 2000)
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Lessons from the Literature
• Impact may be:
• Positive
• Negative
• Not significant
• Findings vary due to:
• Assumptions
• The dependent variable
• The nature of the sample
• The statistical methodology
• The closer the measurement to the phenomenon, the more reliable the results
• Multiple measures provide a more complete picture of impact
• Both primary and secondary data are useful, but exhibit limitations
The measurement of immediate impact on firms requires primary data
Secondary data can be used to demonstrate the presence or absence of impact,
given multiple years of data, control groups, and methods to distinguish
selection from treatment effects
• The more susceptible the impact to other influences, the more important it is to
control for other influences to attribute the impact to intermediary activities
• Broader, longer term impacts are the consequence of many factors
•
•

How Should We Measure Impact?
• Measure what’s relevant, not what’s convenient
• Use firm level data to get close to the phenomena of interest and to get useful
feedback quickly
• Consider multiple dimensions of impact – avoid single measures and attempts to
monetize impacts
• Leverage the ability of executives to judge the attribution of intermediary impact on
specific outcomes
o Failure to distinguish between changes in firm outcomes and changes in firm
outcomes that are a consequence of intermediary interventions will result in gross
overestimates of impact.
• Be efficient in measuring impact; Measuring performance shouldn’t detract from
achieving performance
• Be humble; The science of impact assessment is in its infancy
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Thank you!
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